Individual variation in microsatellite mutation rate in barn swallows.
The hypermutable nature of some microsatellite loci implies realistic possibilities for the large-scale detection of germline mutations by pedigree analysis. We have developed a model system for mutation analysis by the characterisation of patterns of mutation at three hypervariable microsatellites (two tetranucleotide and one pentanucleotide repeat loci) in barn swallows, all three markers having mutation rates at the percentage level. Here, we study how the mutation rate varies between individual birds of a Spanish population of barn swallows. A total of 53 mutations were identified from 2920 germline transmissions in 90 families with a total of 694 offspring. Mutations were not randomly distributed among individuals (P = 0.020). Attempts to correlate mutation rate with allele size, degree of inbreeding, immunocompetence and male age only revealed a strong effect of allele size. The mean mutation rate differed between colonies of breeding swallows which was probably due to a corresponding variation in allele size between colonies. There was no difference in the mean mutation rate between the Spanish and an Italian population. These results corroborate earlier findings, at the population level, of an allele size effect on the microsatellite mutation rate.